
  
    
      For your safety, avoid clicking on links in suspicious emails claiming to be from us or our travel partners. If in doubt, contact us directly. More information
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                      Inspire Modern Contemporary Living

                    

                  

                  
                    An exotic charm for a peaceful relaxation in the pool access style atmosphere
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                    Welcome To A2 Pool Resort Phuket

                  

                  
                    Welcome to A2 Pool Resort Phuket, by concept Inspire modern contemporary living in “Pool Access” style. A2 Pool Resort is conveniently located in Phuket Town area on Bypass Road.
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                Tastefully decorated “Pool Access” rooms
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                          Deluxe Pool Access Suite

                        

                        
                          
                            
                              
                                Great for ultimate relaxation for couples
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                                  Great for a business vacation
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                    Restaurant

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    Indulge in Unforgettable Dining Experiences

                  

                  Join us to experience impeccable service, a stylish ambiance, and, above all, delectable dishes that redefine the art of dining.

                  learn more
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                    Incredible facilities for you and your family

                  

                

              

              
                vIEW ALL facilities
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                        Swimming Pools

                        Dive into Relaxation with Our Sparkling Oasis.
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                        Gym

                        Energize Your Stay with State-of-the-Art Fitness Facilities.
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                        Restaurant

                        Culinary Excellence Awaits at Our Elegant Dining Venue.
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                        Conference Room

                        Elevate Your Meetings in our Sophisticated Conference Space.
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                      Our customers loved our hotel

                    

                  

                

                
                  Discover why our hotel is the ultimate staycation destination.

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        “Beautiful Hotel”

                        We spent 5 days here and loved it. The hotel is modern and well set out. The rooms and pool are fantastic and price very reasonable for what you are getting. It is very central and only a short drive to most places on the island including the airport.
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                            Debbie P

                            From Bathurst, Australia

                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        “It’s worth to stay”

                        The hotel is locations near shopping areas and walking street. In front of the hotel there is free parking. Breakfast is mostly Thai food. The atmosphere inside is quiet and suitable for taking the family to relax.
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                            NorthStar24190436554

                            wrote a review Oct 2023

                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        “Clean, Fresh and Comfortable”

                        We stayed here for one night and found it a lovely hotel the staff were polite and helpful. Our room was spacious and very clean, the facilities are of a very good quality big mirrors, big bed, working safe and a great shower!!
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                            Victoirela

                            From London, United Kingdom
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                Follow us to discover amazing stories
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              An exotic charm for a peaceful relaxation in the pool access style atmosphere
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